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Abstract—This paper addresses the object recognition 
problem using multiple-domain inputs. We present a novel 
approach that utilizes labeled RGB-D data in the training stage, 
where depth features are extracted for enhancing the 
discriminative capability of the original learning system that 
only relies on RGB images. The highly dissimilar source and 
target domain data are mapped into a unified feature space 
through transfer at both feature and classifier levels. In order to 
alleviate cross-domain discrepancy, we employ a state-of-the-art 
domain-adaptive dictionary learning algorithm that updates 
image representations in both domains and the classifier 
parameters simultaneously. The proposed method is trained on 
a RGB-D Object dataset and evaluated on the Caltech-256 
dataset. Experimental results suggest that our approach can 
lead to significant performance gain over the state-of-the-art 
methods. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Previous research of color object recognition focused on 
RGB images. With the rapid development of sensors, depth 
information becomes a mainstream way to support some 
advanced recognition techniques. Particularly, the idea of 
using additional depth information to enhance the 
performance of a learning system has been presented in [1]. 
Most existing works consider that RGB and depth data share 
the same distribution. A major challenge in real-world 
applications is that desired data cannot always stay in the same 
feature space as the training data. In this scenario, 
conventional machine learning-based recognition algorithms 
are very likely to fail [3], because of the cross-domain feature 
mismatch problem. In order to deal with this issue, transfer 
learning techniques are proposed and widely applied, where 
typical examples can be found in [2, 4, 5, 8]. 

In this paper, we present a novel technique for recognizing 
color objects by using labeled RGB-D images, where the 
additional depth information is used as the auxiliary data to 
enhance the discriminative power of data representations in 
the original source domain. The motivation behind our 
proposed method is as follows: depth images contain useful 
discriminative information, which presents a different feature 
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distribution when compared to the corresponding RGB image 
domain. A joint learning is then considered by combining 
depth data with RGB information into one model to enhance 
the discriminative capability of the original learning system.   
On the other hand, the cross-domain dictionary learning is 
proposed by inputting both RGB and depth images in the 
training stage, to maximize data inter-class distances while 
minimizing data intra-class distances. After that, a bridge can 
be established for each pair of depth image and RGB image at 
the feature representation level. We further learn the 
dictionary and the classifier simultaneously to optimize the 
learned dictionary for classification tasks (where knowledge 
transfer is conducted at the classification level). The idea of 
our proposed method is shown in Fig. 1, which represents a 
strategy to better handle the typical cross-domain object 
recognition problem. The major pipeline of our proposed work 
is provided in Fig. 2. Through learning RGB features with 
corresponding depth information, we expand the original 
inter-class diversity of training data, and also enhance the 
discriminative capability of the original recognition system.  

We summarize the contributions of this work as follows: 
(1) we propose a novel discriminative cross-domain dictionary 
learning-based object recognition framework; (2) depth 
images are considered as the auxiliary data and jointly learned 
with RGB images; (3) the presented approach learns a 
domain-adaptive dictionary pair and classifier parameters in 
data representation level and classification level respectively, 
where the loss function is formulated according to the 
reconstruction error, discriminative capability, and 
cross-domain discrepancy, so as to avoid the feature 
distribution mismatch problem.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Our algorithm is mostly related to the methods in [2, 6, 18]. 
We review these works from both dictionary learning and 
transfer learning (a.k.a., domain adaption, domain transfer or 
knowledge transfer) aspects. Learning an over-complete 
dictionary for sparse coding has been applied to various areas 
in computer vision and artificial intelligence, for instance, 
image restoration [9], image denoising [11], and action 
recognition [10]. The K-Singular Value Decomposition 
(K-SVD) [6] method, as a classical solution to 健ど –based 
dictionary learning, focuses on the reconstruction capability of 
the learned dictionary. Label Consistent K-SVD (LC-KSVD) 
[18] further explores the discriminative information for 
dictionary learning while learning the classification model 
simultaneously to avoid the problem of suboptimal dictionary 
for classification.  

However, traditional dictionary learning techniques cannot 
deal with the domain mismatch problem because they assume 
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that data in source and target domains share the same 
distribution. In this situation, transfer learning algorithms are 
developed to alleviate the discrepancies between mismatched 
cross-domain features. For example, domain-adaption from 
multi-view to single-view (DA_M2S) method [2] attempts to 
seek an optimal projection matrix to map samples from two 
different domains into a common feature space. Our approach 
aims to learn a discriminative cross-domain dictionary [12], in 
which both dictionary learning and classification tasks are 
unified into a single learning process. 

III. METHOD 

A.  Dictionary Learning 

Suppose there is a projection dictionary 経 噺岶穴怠┸ 穴態┸ ┼ ┸ 穴懲岼 樺  温津抜懲 , and sparse vector 捲 樺 温懲 in a 
K-dimensional feature space, thus the input signal can be 
represented as: 検 噺 経捲 , where 検 樺 温津  is an n-dimensional 
signal. The objective function for learning a reconstructive 
dictionary can be formulated as: min掴  押捲押待  嫌┻ 建┻  検 噺 経捲 岫剣堅 押検 伐 経捲押椎 判 香岻       岫な岻 

where 押ゲ押待 denotes the 健待-norm sparse constraint, which fixes 
the number of non-zero elements in sparse representation x. 
Given a set of input signals 桁 噺 岶検怠┸ 検態┸ ┼ ┸ 検朝岼, the sparse 
model follows the formulation of 桁 噺 経隙, where 桁 樺  温津抜朝, 隙 樺  温懲抜朝 , and 経 樺  温津抜懲 . Engan et al. [16] presented a 
method of optimal directions (MOD) as a general approach to 
update the dictionary atoms sequentially. The error 継 噺岶結怠┸ 結態┸ ┼ ┸ 結沈岼 is computed by: 押継押庁態 噺  押桁 伐 経隙押庁態                           岫に岻 

Then, the objective function of K-SVD can be formulated by 
minimizing error 継, min帖┸諜 押桁 伐 経隙押庁態    嫌┻ 建┻ 褐件┸ 押捲沈押待 判 劇            岫ぬ岻 

where 劇  is the sparsity constraint, which represents the 
number of non-zero elements. In our implementation, the 
reconstruction error term 押桁 伐 経隙押庁態  is solved by computing デ 押検 伐 経捲押態態朝沈退怠 .  

Thereby, the optimal dictionary 経 and sparse vector 捲 can 
be acquired via iteratively minimizing errors. Since solving eq. 
(3) is generally NP-hard under the 健待 -norm constraint, an 
alternative solution [17] is proposed to approximate the 
objective function with a higher order 健怠-norm regularization 
[17, 20] for a near-optimum solution. The new objective 
function is then written as: 継岫捲岻 噺 押桁 伐 経隙押態態   嫌┻ 建┻ 押捲押怠 判 劇                岫ね岻 

The above function is a convex function which can be solved 
in polynomial time. 

B. Discriminative Dictionary Learning 

Taking a step further, discriminative dictionary learning 
provides a turning point by learning a dictionary and a 
classification model simultaneously for each class. Thus, it 
differs from most conventional dictionary learning approaches. 
As mentioned above, we suppose that 桁 represents a set of 
n-dimensional input signals, i.e., 桁 噺 岶検沈岼沈退怠朝 樺  温津抜朝 , where 件  = 1, …, 軽 , 経  denotes the over-complete dictionary with 計-dimensional dictionary atoms, and 隙 indicates the sparse 
coefficients. The sparse representation of signals 桁  can be 
obtained by solving the problem of (4). In order to guarantee 
the learned cross-domain dictionary is over-complete, a strict 
constraint is added as 計 伴 券. Here, 経 can be constructed by 
iteratively minimizing reconstruction errors while subjecting 
to 健怠–norm regularization. Also, the number of items in each 
signal is less than 劇 in its decomposition. 

The sparse representation 捲沈  for each element can be 
directly used as feature in the classification level with a 
classifier 血 岫捲沈岻, and 血 岫捲沈岻 can be obtained by satisfying: 激 噺  欠堅訣 min調 失 岶月沈 ┸ 血 岫捲沈 ┸ 激岻岼 髪 膏押激押庁態          岫の岻 

where 激 is the classifier parameters (激 樺 温陳抜懲), 失 denotes 
the classification loss function, 月沈  is the label of 捲沈 , and 膏 
represents a regularization parameter which is used for 
preventing overfitting. Considering two separate procedures 
(i.e., dictionary learning and classification) might lead to a 
suboptimal dictionary. A unified learning function is proposed 

 
 
Fig. 2: Cross-domain dictionary learning flowchart. A transformation 
matrix is constructed to establish virtual correspondences between the 
source domain and the target domain data. The cross-domain dictionary 
learning is then performed through learning a discriminative dictionary 
pair and the corresponding classifier simultaneously. 

 
 
Fig. 1: Illustration of the cross-domain object recognition problem. 
Through jointly training with both RGB and depth image features, we aim 
to recognize images in the target RGB domain with the help of the source 
domain depth images. Examples from three classes are used to describe 
the difference between the original decision boundaries and the new 
decision boundaries which are obtained by adding depth features as 
auxiliary data.  



  

by jointly learning the dictionary and the classification model 
as in [12, 18]: 隼 経┸ 激┸ 隙 伴 噺  欠堅訣 min帖┸調┸諜押桁 伐 経隙押庁態  髪 布 失岶月沈 ┸ 血 岫捲沈 ┸ 激岻岼彫  髪膏押激押庁態    嫌┻ 建┻ 褐件┸ 押捲沈押待 判 劇                    岫は岻 

C. Cross-Domain Dictionary Learning 

Since the discriminative information is included in the 
learning process, learning the dictionary and its 
corresponding classifier simultaneously achieves significant 
improvement over the classical K-SVD algorithm. However, 
if the target domain has a different data distribution with the 
source domain, discriminative dictionary learning can only 
ensure the local data smoothness. Therefore, the extended 
cross-domain discriminative dictionary learning is explored 
to handle such a weakness, as in [12], which redefines a 
reconstructive dictionary pair and gives the optimization 
function as: min帖匂┸諜匂押桁鳥 伐 経鳥隙鳥押庁態 髪 膏 布舗捲鳥日舗怠

朝匂
沈退怠                  岫ば岻 

where 経鳥 噺 経痛  剣堅 経鎚 噺  岶鴫鳥日岼沈退怠懲  樺  温津抜懲 (穴 is the name of  
the domain (建: target domain, 嫌: source domain)) represents a 
target domain dictionary or a source domain dictionary. The 
term 計 伴 券  is set to make the dictionary over-complete. 
Similarly, 隙鳥 噺 隙痛  剣堅 隙鎚  噺  岶捲鳥日岼沈退怠朝匂  樺  温懲抜朝匂  indicates a 
set of sparse codes for the source domain or the target domain. 
The notation 膏 is a tradeoff parameter. The sparse 
representation 隙鳥 still remains in the original data space for 
two separate domains while performing eq. (7) to obtain the 
corresponding dictionary. In order to avoid the data mismatch 
problem, the global data smoothness is explored via the 
combination of objective functions from two domains: min帖禰┸帖濡┸諜禰┸諜濡岶押桁痛 伐 経痛隙痛押庁態 髪 押桁鎚 伐 経鎚隙鎚押庁態 髪 皇岷隙痛  隙鎚峅岼   

髪膏 布舗捲痛日舗怠
朝禰

沈退怠 髪 項 布舗捲鎚日舗怠
朝濡

沈退怠                       岫ぱ岻 

where function 皇岷ゲ峅 expresses the distance measure between 
similar instances across different domains for each category. 
A desired property is that the sparse codes, which possess the 
same class labels, are forced to be close to each other. In this 
case, function 皇岷ゲ峅  only pursues data smoothness for the 
target domain. Therefore, rewriting the 皇岷隙痛  隙鎚峅  term as 押隙痛 伐 兼岫桁痛 ┸ 桁鎚岻隙鎚押庁態  rather than  押隙痛 伐 兼岫桁痛 ┸ 桁鎚岻隙鎚押庁態 髪押隙鎚 伐 兼岫桁鎚 ┸ 桁痛岻隙痛押庁態 , where 兼岫ゲ岻 is designed to calculate the 
mapping of corresponding cross-domain samples. The smaller 
the value of 押隙痛 伐 兼岫桁痛 ┸ 桁鎚岻隙鎚押庁態  is, the greater the possibility 
of sharing the same labels between similar points can be. Thus, 
the divergence is measured through a linear transformation 
mapping 劇岫捲王岻  within each category to construct virtual 
correspondences between two domains. A global optimization 
function is then formulated as: min帖禰┸帖濡┸諜禰┸諜濡押桁痛 伐 経痛隙痛押庁態 髪 押桁鎚 伐 経鎚隙鎚押庁態  髪押隙痛 伐 劇岫捲王岻隙鎚押庁態  

髪膏 布舗捲痛日舗怠
朝禰

沈退怠 髪 項 布舗捲鎚日舗怠
朝濡

沈退怠                         岫ひ岻 

Note that the transformation matrix is written as 劇岫捲王岻. 

Setting the maximum item of each column of 劇岫捲王岻 to 1 while 
setting remainders to 0, the overall transformation matrix 劇岫捲王岻 is then computed as a binary matrix. Assuming that 劇岫捲王岻 
can result in a one-to-one mapping across 隙痛  and 隙鎚  after 
encoding, each matched pair owns an identical representation 

for two domains, (i.e., 舗隙痛脹 伐 劇岫捲王岻嫗隙鎚脹舗庁態 噺 ど , and 舗桁痛脹 伐 劇岫捲王岻嫗桁鎚脹舗庁態 噺 ど), we then obtain: min帖禰┸帖濡┸諜禰押桁痛 伐 経痛隙痛押庁態  

髪押桁鎚劇岫捲王岻 脹 伐 経鎚隙痛押庁態 髪 膏 布舗捲痛日舗怠
朝禰

沈退怠           岫など岻 

Further, the desired objective function can be acquired 
based on the method in [12] which gives the discriminative 
cross-domain dictionary learning as in eq. (10): min帖禰┸帖濡┸諜禰┸鹿┸潰押桁痛 伐 経痛隙痛押庁態 髪 押桁鎚劇岫捲王岻脹 伐 経鎚隙痛押庁態  

髪紅 圃雫 伐 岶欠堅訣 min潰 布 失岶月沈 ┸ 血 岫捲沈 ┸ 激岻岼沈 岼隙痛圃庁
態

 

髪糠押漆 伐 隙痛嫗押庁態 髪 膏 布舗捲痛日舗怠
朝禰

沈退怠                    岫なな岻 

where 隙痛嫗 噺 鹿隙痛, 鹿 is a linear transformation matrix that 
transforms the original sparse codes to be most discriminative 
in 温懲; 漆 噺  岶圏沈岼沈退怠朝  樺 温懲抜朝 denotes a set of discriminative 
sparse codes of input signals 桁痛 in the target domain (e.g., a 
set of discriminative sparse codes of 検沈  is represented as 圏沈 噺 版圏沈迭 ┸ 圏沈鉄 ┸ ┼ ┸ 圏沈凪繁 噺 岶ど┸ ┼ ┸ な┸ な┸ ┼ ┸ ど岼  樺  温懲 ), and 雫 噺 岶月沈岼沈退怠朝  樺 温寵抜朝  describes the class labels of 桁痛 , for 
example, a labelled vector of 検沈  is 月沈 噺 版月沈迭 ┸ 月沈鉄 ┸ ┼ ┸ 月沈凪繁 噺岶ど┸ ┼ ┸ な┸ ┼ ┸ ど岼  樺  温寵 . 押漆 伐 隙痛嫗押庁態  term and 押雫 伐 拘隙痛押庁態  
term are presented as the discriminative sparse representation 
errors and the classification errors respectively, in which 
scalars 糠 and 紅 are utilized to control the balance between 
two terms. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

To illustrate the effectiveness of our approach for 
cross-domain object recognition, our experiments are 
conducted on two popular datasets. The RGB-D (Kinect) 
object dataset [14] is treated as the source domain which 
includes both color and corresponding depth images of 300 
instances from 51 categories, and the Caltech-256 dataset [7] 
is served as the target domain which contains only color 
images. In this work, we randomly select 10 common 
categories1 within each separate dataset, and uniformly choose 
images with an interval of twenty frames for each category 
from the RGB-D (Kinect) object dataset.  

 
1Ten categories are: ball, calculator, cereal-box, coffee-mug, flashlight, 

keyboard, light bulb, mushroom, soda-can, and tomato. 



  

We obtain 1817 training samples in the source domain, 
and ensure that each color image corresponds to a depth image. 
On the other hand, the entire ten categories’ color images (i.e. 
1131 images) which come from the Caltech-256 dataset 
(shown in Fig. 3), are used in the target domain to test the 
performance of our proposed method. We take the factor of 
feature performance into consideration, and then choose 
OverFeat Feature Extractor2 [26] to extract features for color 
images since its outstanding properties for representing RGB 
features. Considering depth images have the space-specific 
characteristic, we use Kernel Descriptors3  (KDES) [23] to 
represent their features. Especially, Gradient Kernel 
Descriptor (GKD)-a subclass of KDES, shows better quality 
over the others, therefore, we choose it. Then, we extract depth 
features in accordance with the provision of [23]. In order to 
possess a consistent dimension before entering the 
discriminative cross-domain dictionary learning approach, the 
recorded depth features of each image are first aggregated to a 
uniform size by performing a primary dictionary learning with 
one level pyramid (i.e. 2× 2) while fixing the size of 
dictionary as 1024. 

We divide our experiments into two groups: first group 
includes several baseline approaches without domain adaption 
where the original input space is directly used without learning 
a new representation; second group involves transfer learning 
 

2 http://cilvr.nyu.edu/doku.php?id=software:overfeat:start 
3 http://www.cs.washington.edu/robotics/projects/kdes/ 

approaches that take into account transfer learning between 
diverged source domain data and target domain data and adapt 
them into a common space. Specifically, we evaluate single 
visual features and both visual and depth features respectively 
in our algorithm and demonstrate the experimental results for 
two groups. 

V. RESULTS 

To illustrate the effectiveness of our algorithm, and the 
advantage of domain adaption in object recognition, we 
conduct two groups of experiments to compare our method 
with most relevant and state-of-the-art approaches. 
Experiments are set as follows: 

 Group 1 (general object recognition using single 
RGB image-based features in source domain 
without domain adaption): LC_KSVD [18], 
Sparse codes Spatial Pyramid Matching (ScSPM) 
[15], No Adaption 1-Nearest-Neighbor (NA_NN) 
[13]. 

 Group 2 (object recognition methods with domain 
adaption by using both RGB and depth 
image-based features in source domain): Domain 
Adaption Subspace Alignment (DA_SA 
1-Nearest-Neighbor (NN) or Support Vector 
Machine (SVM)) [13], and Geodesic Flow Kernel 
(GFK) [25], and our proposed method.  

      

(a) tomato, accuracy = 96.12% 

       

(b) cereal-box, accuracy = 91.95% 

      

(c) coffee-mug, accuracy = 87.36% 

      

(d) flashlight, accuracy = 86.09% 

       

(e) keyboard, accuracy = 81.18% 
 

Fig. 3: 32 example images with high accuracy results from Caltech-256 dataset. 

http://cilvr.nyu.edu/doku.php?id=software:overfeat:start
http://www.cs.washington.edu/robotics/projects/kdes/


  

For all compared methods, we tune parameters according 
to the characteristics of each algorithm and demonstrate the 
best results among overall experiments. The sparsity factor 
and dictionary size are two impartment parameters in our 
algorithm as they are used for controlling the quality of our 
reconstructed dictionary. Here, we simply fix the dictionary 
size as 1024 and set the threshold value of sparsity as 55 (the 
descriptions of our selections are shown below). We carry out 
two sets of experiments to explain the reason of our setting for 
recognizing RGB images by jointly training RGB and depth 
images. In particular, although these two parameters are 
related, we analyze the behavior of one by assuming the other 
one is fixed. We collect some statistics about the setting of 
sparsity threshold and dictionary size through empirical 
experiments in many prior works (e.g., [19, 21, 22, 24]), and 
found that the algorithm demonstrates its stable and better 
performance for sparsity threshold 樺 [15, 200] and dictionary 

size 樺 [50, 2000], in spite of the varying accuracy within this 
range. In order to guarantee the integrity of experiments, we 
extend the value of sparsity threshold and dictionary size to [0, 
200] and [0, 2000], respectively. The effects on both 
parameters are illustrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. As shown in 
Fig. 4, we provide the recognition results for sparsity between 
0 and 200 while fixing the dictionary size as 1024. Although 
there are not many differences for the results using sparsity 
factors from 20 to 40 and 70 to 200, a detailed observation is 
made that sparsity from 45 to 65, particularly at 55, yields 
best performance among all results. Fig. 5 shows that how 
dictionary size influences the recognition results by setting 
the sparsity factor as 55. As expected, three dictionaries with 
sizes 1000, 1050, and 1100 achieve better performance than 
others. We therefore set the dictionary size as 1024 in all our 
experiments, which is same as most dictionary learning 
works. 

 
 Fig. 6: Boxplot of recognition accuracy for each category in our RGB-D 
experiments. 

 
Fig. 5: Performance analysis on dictionary size while fixing the sparsity 
factor as 55. 

 Fig. 4: Performance analysis on sparsity threshold while fixing the 
dictionary size as 1024. 

TABLE III.  NUMERICAL COMPARATION OF RECOGNITION ACCURACY FOR 20 TIMES OF TOTAL EXPERIMENTS PER CATEGOR. 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 AVG. 
MINIMUM (%) 39.31 42.00 77.01 67.82 68.70 66.88 27.71 40.59 20.69 86.41 53.71 
MAXIMUM (%) 62.43 74.00 91.98 87.36 86.09 81.18 45.65 69.50 35.63 96.12 72.99 
AVERAGE (%) 55.55 61.35 86.78 80.09 78.09 72.28 36.61 62.33 29.35 91.65 65.40 

TABLE I.  PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF BASELINE APPROACHES 
WITHOUT DOMAIN ADAPTION ON CALTECH-256 DATASET WHILE TRAINING 

ON RGB-D OBJECT DATASET. 

Method NA_NN LC_KSVD2 LC_KSVD1 ScSPM 
 56.32% 59.70% 60.30% 61.54% 

(depth) 56.49% 60.10% 60.90% 62.51% 

 

TABLE II.  PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR METHOD AND 
STATE-OF-THE-ART TRANSFER LEARNING APPROACHES ON CALTECH-256 

DATASET WHILE TRAINING ON RGB-D OBJECT DATASET.  

Method GFK SA_NN SA_SVM OURS 
 56.50% 59.33% 62.95% 64.99% 

(depth) 57.59% 61.27% 62.16% 65.98% 

 



  

Results are reported in Table I and Table II, where in each 
table, the first row indicates method name, the second row 
presents the recognition results by training on single RGB 
images, and the third row gives recognition rate by training on 
both RGB and depth images. The results of all comparative 
approaches in Table I and Table II are obtained by learning 
either RGB features or both RGB and depth features in the 
source domain while the methods in Table I do not apply 
domain adaption. All experimental results demonstrate that 
the additional depth data do improve the performance of 
algorithms. It is worth to point out that our method leads to 
the best results in both cases over the others by appending the 
depth features to enhance the diversity of intra-class, and also 
performing discriminative domain adaption dictionary 
learning to avoid the domain distribution mismatch problem. 
For more accurate statistics of our results, we record 
experimental results 20 times and show them in Fig. 6 and 
Table III, respectively. We also illustrate some samples of 
five categories with high recognition accuracies in Fig. 3. As 
shown in Fig. 6, the recognition rate for each category has a 
margin of error of 罰10%. For numerical analysis, Table III 
provides the minimum, maximum and average of recognition 
accuracies per category to further evaluate the variation of our 
proposed method. In this case, despite some outliers, our 
algorithm demenstrates the significant performance in almost 
all cases. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed an object recognition 
approach for recognizing RGB images in the target domain, 
where both RGB and auxiliary depth features are learned in 
the source domain. By performing cross-domain dictionary 
learning over both RGB and depth images in the training 
stage, we aim to span the intra-class diversities, so as to 
maximize the inter-class distances while minimizing the 
intra-class distances. Our method involves updating both 
image representations in source and target domains and the 
classifier parameters in a joint optimization process, so that 
the data distribution mismatch problem can be alleviated. We 
compare the proposed approach with other well established 
transfer learning approaches. Experimental results illustrate 
significant improvements over the state-of-the-art methods 
when incorporating the auxiliary depth images for enhancing 
the performance of cross-domain recognition. 
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